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This Week:




Illinois Students Travel to Springfield for TECH 2017!
Quarterly Business Review (QBR) Provides Vertical Updates
Agency Success Stories
Illinois Students Travel to Springfield for TECH 2017!
Hundreds of students demonstrated the creative ways technology is being used
to enhance and accelerate student achievement in Illinois schools. DoIT/ICN is
proud to be a supporter and sponsor of TECH 2017. Staff enjoyed spending time
with some amazing, talented students. Governor Rauner kicked-off this year’s
conference with a group selfie and acknowledged the importance of technology
in the classroom. Click here to view highlights and success stories of the event.

Quarterly Business Review (QBR) Provides Vertical Updates
Each quarter, DoIT leadership representing business verticals presents a
status on IT Transformation to the Governor’s Office, agency business
leadership and the DoIT Advisory Board of Directors. Progress in a dozen
major components of our business is reported in a percentage complete
format with infrastructure migration, Illinois.gov migration, application
rationalization and open data portal participation being central
components to our progress for transition to a modern, efficient and sustainable IT organization.
Agency Success Stories
Progress continues to be made on the administrative hearing effort at the
Department of Labor. This project serves as an excellent example of creating a
centralized solution for hearing backlogs and how Illinois’ digital transformation is
allowing for improved processes and collaboration across agencies. Read more on
the project here.

DoIT FYIs & Reminders
Curb Your Car Challenge
The 10th annual Curb Your Car Commute Challenge is scheduled to start this Sunday
and continue through Saturday, May 20th. Commuters are encouraged to team up
with co-workers to bike, walk, run, or take the bus to work. A variety of prizes will be
awarded based on team commuter mileage and employee participation. Registration and
additional information is available online.

